Members Committee Meeting
DECISION/ACTION LOG 2019/2020
Date of
Meeting
11.03.19

01.04.19

07.05.19

Decision/Action
Action: RD to discuss using with Dave Middleton’s widow naming the medal trophy (culmination of the summer
clutch events) in honour of Dave.
Comment: JW discussed and agreed with Dave Middleton’s widow.
Action: MH to discuss the possibility of a monthly fine dining evening with KP.
Comment: Decision not to proceed.
Action: SP to advise on proposed dates for a night golf event in September.
Comment: Date arranged
Action: MB to explore the possibility of adding Dave Middleton’s name to the bag tags in honour of Dave.
Comment: Being progressed
Action: MP to advertise the upcoming Junior Open on social media (Twitter).
Comment: Completed
Action: MP to discuss the possibility of booking/changing TV channels in Pines Bar with KP.
Comment: Not possible at the present time.
Action: NO/ST to review the current constitution and present proposals linked to a more effective governance
structure, considering the establishment of sub committees as appropriate.
Comment: Discussed at Dec Committee meeting. Proposals to be developed for New Year.
Action: MP to consider an alternative location for the computer for score entry etc. taking into consideration the
need for general access to a computer in 2020 linked to the new handicap arrangements.

Completed

End

End
End
End
End

End
End

End

03.06.09

Comment: Computer to be moved to the ground floor office giving access to the men changing rooms behind the
door.
Action: KP to confirm the catering options for upcoming events in light of the issue highlighted at the Am-Am in
April.
Comment: Menu and associated issues now resolved.
Note: Apologies were noted from SY/MY/RD/RM.
Action: MP to raise the issue of lack of sand in buckers, particularly greenside bunkers, with the DN.
Comment: Discussed with DN and actioned where appropriate.
Note: All members are advised to report any course defects, including the condition of bunkers, to the Pro Shop at
the time for action.
Note: MP advised the committee that DN noted that the condition of the greens was behind where they he would
have expected for the time of year however, they are now improving.
Decision: In response to a request for signage along the access road adjacent to Beeches 9th MP confirmed this
wouldn’t be possible after taking in to account the limited evidence to support a view this is a reoccurring issue.
Note: NO confirmed that there will be a predicted £300 overspend in this year’s accounts.
Action: NO/ST to arrange a meeting with PD to discuss income and expenditure for the next year and provide a
proposal for agreement at the next committee meeting.
Comment: Completed
Decision: It was agreed the committee needs to agree a policy on the payment of entry fees for open events
however no action was allocated.
Note: Steve Whitaker is the new general manager having recently been at Aldwalk Manor.
Note: MP advised the committee that there will likely be a new computer system installed covering golf/leisure/spa
around the end of Oct/Nov.
Note: KP advised the committee that Mottram Hall was no longer part of the Fairway scheme and as a result
members would not be able to play that venue as part of the current reciprocal scheme.
Decision: The committee agreed with a proposal from ST to move to an action/decision log in lieu of formal
minutes.
Decision: It was agreed by the committee that the Vice Captains would make the necessary arrangements for
organising the Am-Am’s next year.
Note: Following concerns raised around the standard or dress on the course MP requested that all members advise
the Pro Shop of any issues as they arise.

End
N/A
End
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
End

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

08.07.19

Action: KP to confirm that the standards of dress for the course are posted on the DTBH web site.
Comment: Completed
Note: The committee confirmed that the Club Championship would be played in handicap order.
Action: MP to discuss with DN the removal of the lower branches on the pine trees lining Pines 9th fairway.
Comment: Request made to DN
Note: Following concerns raised around hotel guests using the course for ‘other’ activities MP requested that all
members advise the Pro Shop of any issues as they arise.
Note: The date of the next meeting will be Mon 8th July at 18.15.
Note: Apologies received from RM/RD/KD/MY/SY/KP
Note: The Committee formally thanked JGr/JW for their efforts in arranging Captains day.
Decision: New format action/decision log agreed by Committee. Member requested to forward agenda items to ST
ahead of future meetings for inclusion on the agenda.
Decision: It was agreed to retain the summer ball to the summer period rather than the winter period.
Action: MP to explore the possibility of having a longer flag on Forest 5th.
Comment: Request made to DN
Decision: A 3-point deduction for the Wed evening clutch for points members was reasonable in the circumstances.
Decision: Payment for comps would be cash only and no provision could be made for bank transfer of card
payments.
Action: MP to follow up and respond to a request to support the Alzheimer’s Society golf day.
Comment: Considered by BTbH
Note: Owen Musgrave won the mens Club Championship (Nett/Gross). Sue Harvey won the ladies Club
Championship (Gross) and Kay Clark (Nett).
Action: JG to assist SO to source CDH numbers for the Ladies section.
Action: ST to raise the arrangements for Club Championship at the AGM (Playing on consecutive Sundays/Handicap
order/Booking through HDiD)
Comment: Resolved at AGM
Note: The current year’s budget is predicted to be overspend by circa £500 and is likely to continue to be overspend
in coming years against a balance of £7,735.87.
Decision: Upgrade to the scoring system to be implemented which will increase the annual licence costs by
£50/year and incur a on off cost of £250 for training.

End
N/A
End
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
End
N/A
N/A
End
N/A
End
End

N/A
N/A

13.08.19

Note: Both Captains thanked KP/MP from DTbH for their support at Captains Weekend in addition to Roger
Davis/Kevin Swain & the ladies who supplied food for the event. £177.50 was raised for the Stroke Association and
£208.51 for MacMillan Cancer Support.
Note: MB has taken up a role at Belton Woods. The post will look to filled in the near future.
Note: Ed James is looking to arrange a workshop in Oct with Carl Morris (Mind Coach) at a cost of £20 – Details to
follow.
Action: MP to explore extending the trial of the members seating area outside Pines Bar.
Comment: Will look at reinstating arrangements next summer.
Action: Meeting to be arranged with SO/NO/PD to progress engraving of trophies.
Comment: Trophies now being engraved.
Action: Meeting to be arranged with JM/PD/MP to draft next year’s fixture booklet.
Comment: Completed
Action: PD/JGr to progress arrangements for next year’s Am-Am’s
Comment: Completed
Action: MP to follow up complaints about the new menu in Pines Bar with KP.
Comment: Trial to be undertaken next year.
Action: MP to arrange the provision of hot water at the half way house.
Action: JW/JM to send a letter on behalf of the Committee to Forest Pines Manager seeking permission from the
hotel to display Dave Middleton’s photo within the club house.
Comment: Feedback from DTbH received and request refused.
Decision: Despite the disappointing ticket sales for the Summer Ball it was agreed to go ahead with the event as
planned.
Note: The date of the next meeting will be Tue 13th Aug at 18.15.
Action: MP to explore the possibility of the Committee contacting members directly using email addresses provided
considering GDPR issues.
Comment: Details able to be passed on request.
Action: MP to discuss the possibility of providing inclement weather shelters in appropriate positions with DN
Comment: Request refused at this time.
Note: Club Systems training for the new handicap computer system has been arranged for the 23rd Sept at 18.30.
The upgrade costs have been accounted for within the current budget plan.
Action: MP to follow up outstanding issues relating to the trophy cabinets (lighting/security) also moving the
existing Driver and putter trophies are moved to a more appropriate position.

N/A

N/A
N/A
End
End
End
End
End
End
End

N/A
N/A
End

End
N/A
End

02.09.19

08.10.19

02.12.19

Comment: Additional lighting not required at this time other actions being progressed.
Action: MP to discuss cleanliness/tidiness of the Pine s bar area with KP.
Decision: Agreed to subsidise the food for the Oaks team (only) as part of a reciprocal arrangement at a cost of circa
£70.
Decision: Agreed that medal winners would receive a more appropriate /useful gift as appose to medals/trophies
which were considered to be of little note. PD/MP were delegated authority to progress a suitable solution to be
confirmed with JGr/JG.
Action: PD/RD to source a suitable trophy and a plaque for the Clutch.
Comment: Redundant trophy sourced by PD.
Note: The date of the next meeting will be Mon 2nd Sept at 18.15.
Action: All to consider what events the committee would like to run in the 25th anniversary year with a view to
determining what the budget requirement would be set against the reserves available. Consideration to be given to
events run in partnership with DTBH.
Comment: Sub Committee set up.
Decision: No disco at the presentation evening but a meal will be included.
Action: KP to explore potential arrangements for presentation evening.
Comment: Completed
Action: KP to explore a joint Christmas event with leisure members.
Comment: Completed
Decision: Oct Medal cancelled due to rain. Competition moved to replace the Oct Stableford event.
Decision: Remaining charity fund of £250.00 to be split between the Stroke Association and McMillian.
Note: The Committee passed on their thanks to JG/JW/RM for their efforts over the last year(s).
Decision: The Committee agreed a range of proposed changes to the Constitution relating to governance and
equality. An addition addendum to be included covering the costs covered by the Company for Captains. Revised
version to be circulated to members for approval prior to the AGM.
Action: ST to make agreed amendments and circ to members.
Comment: Resolved at AGM
Decision: Night golf event to be rearranged for the Spring.
Decision: Forest Pines Facebook page to be formally adopted as the official members page. Agreed member would
be able to post freely including advertising. Page to be monitored passively for any issues.
Decision: Club to subsidise snacks for the prize giving evening.
Decision: Provision of lightweight sweaters in lieu of tee shirts for the B Team in 2020.

End
N/A
N/A

End
N/A
End

N/A
End
End
N/A
N/A
N/A
End

N/A
N/A
N/A
End

Action: MP/PD to confirm costs with a view to presenting options at the next committee meeting.
Comment: £25 contribution required from members £7.50 contribution agreed from the club with a potential
additional £2.50 to be generated through sponsorships.
37 shirts ordered. Cost to Club £277.50. Shirts now available in Pro’s Shop. Members can pay their £25 contribution
on-line or with cash/cheque in the Pro’s Shop
Decision: One stableford comp to be designated as a qualifier each month. If weather/conditions are considered
unsuitable a decision to remove qualifying status delegated to MP in consultation with KD/JG. Decision to be made
the Friday prior to the comp.
Decision: Agreed to procure 200 fixture books for 2020.
Action: PD to discuss automation of the fixture list into calendars from the web site. Keith Briggs to investigate
including the fixture list through a calendar on the Club Website.
Comment: To be picked up and actioned ahead of next years fixtures.
Decision: Separate prize for the mixed Pros Comp for any team with a lady member to reflect forward tees for the
men.
Action: ST to post on Facebook noting also spaces available.
Comment: Completed
Decision: All requests/complaints be submitted to either the Secretary and/or the Pro Shop in the first instance for
consideration. MB to provide a summary of requests/complaints at each Committee meeting as a standard agenda
item.
Decision: ‘Need to Know’ information to be communicated to members via email.
Action: ST/NO to bring a draft ToR for appropriate sub committees to the next Committee meeting for
consideration.
Comment: Draft ToR presented to Committee for consideration.
Action: ST to advise members of the arrangements for identifying the pin position on Forest 5th. Notice posted on
noticeboard adjacent to the Club computer.
Outstanding items raised during the AGM for consideration:

N/A

N/A
End

End

N/A

N/A
End

End

Issue: Provision of notices on Pines 9 ref balls from Beeches 9th (JT)
Outcome: Discussed with DN. Decision not to progress at this time.

End

Issue: Provision of a Suggestion Box (JT)
Outcome: New arrangements for raising issues etc agreed via Secretary and/or Pro Shop.

End

Issue: Provision of a longer flag on Forest 5 (JT)
Outcome: Arrangements for highlighting the location of the flag now in place.

End

Issue: Speed of play/Increasing the price to play (EL)
Outcome: DTbH increased prices

End

Issue: Practice on tees - Beeches 1st (PM)
Outcome: Not considered a priority/issue at this time.

End

Issue: Lack of roll up tee times (JG)
Outcome: Specific occasion cited was an oversight, tee times routinely available and not taken.

End

Issue: Lack of mid-week competitions (JG/SC)
Outcome: Not enough demand at present given the current Wed comp undersubscribed.

End

Issue: Provision of a chipping area (MH)
Outcome: Discussed with DN, not considered practical at this time.

End

Issue: Improve communications with members (AC)
Outcome: Considered and arrangements being put in place inc. emailing members and increased use of social
media.

27.01.20

Issue: Provision of a net to the driving range following a recent accident (PD) ongoing
Outcome: Discussed with DN, under consideration.
Action: Fixture dates to be presented and discussed at each Committee meeting,
Action: ST to include fixture dates as a standard agenda item.
Action: JC/NO to meet and discuss arrangements moving forward.
Action: JC to distribute draft copy of fixture list before next Mgt Committee meeting.
Comment: Fixtures agreed and set. Now a standing agenda item. Draft copy distributed to Mgt Committee.
Decision: New notice board to be fitted in office area to include an area for Local Rules.
Decision: Full relief to be tacked from tractor tracks (Local Rule).

End

End

End

N/A
N/A

Note: RD resigned from the Committee. Committee noted his commitment and formally expressed their thanks for
his support.
Action: All Committee members to review draft ToR relating to Sub Committees and feedback to ST before the next
meeting (02.03.20).
Decision: Agreed to remove updates from the agenda and replace with Issues Arising. Agreed to include
Constitutional headings as standard agenda items.
Action: ST to amend agenda accordingly.
Action: PD to explore the possibility of having 2 B Teams.
Comment: Advised by the league that this is not possible.
Decision: Agreed that summer ball will be a joint event with leisure members. Delegation of authority to PD/JM to
progress.
Action: PD to discuss the provision of a net to the practice area with the General Manager following a recent near
miss event.
Decision: Agreed Dave Edwards can be given a handicap (2) when playing in social club events.
2.03.20

Issue: Proposed changes to Committee Structure, Job Descriptions & Terms of Reference.
Decision: Committee favoured producing Job Descriptions/Terms of References for Officer posts. No appetite for
changing Committee Structure.
Action: ST/ NO to distribute draft Job Descriptions/Terms of Reference before next Mgt Committee meeting.
Issue: Including more detail in decision log for Members information.
Decision: Secretary to include a summary of the information on the issue raised.
Action: Secretary to action changes.
Comment: Issue now included.
Issue: Incident on course – Member struck by a ball struck in anger by a fellow competitor.
Decision: Advise members to register for England Golf insurance. Remind members of etiquette.
Action: Captain to request Membership to post an etiquette notice and a reminder that Members can register for
Insurance through England Golf.
Comment: Request made.
Issue: Incident on course – Member struck by a ball struck in anger by a fellow competitor. Players could not
contact Pro Shop to report accident.
Decision: Golf staff to make clear the actions that golfers should take in the event of an incident on the course –
First call – Pro’s Shop; if unavailable contact hotel reception.

N/A
End
End

End
N/A
Ongoing
N/A

End

End

End

End

Action: MP to post a notice explaining how to report an incident.
Comment: Advice and guidance made available.
Issue: Approval required for the mileage rate for Committee Members attending meetings etc. on behalf of the
club.
Decision: The Committee approved a rate of 35p per mile.
Action: Treasurer to action.
Comment: Mileage rate applied to requests.
Issue: Approval required for the payment of the Club V1 software support invoice [£618.00].
Decision: The Committee approved payment of the software support invoice.
Action: Treasurer to action.
Comment: Payment made.
Issue: Approval required for entry to LUGC’s Bramley and Elsham Trophies [£65]
Decision: The Committee approved payment.
Action: Treasurer to action.
Comment: Payment made.
Issue: Proposal that winners of Eeles Bowl represent the club in the LUGC’s Jubilee Mixed Betterball Event. In the
event of the winners be unavailable the next best placed pair represent the club.
Decision: The Committee agreed the proposal.
Action: NO to action.
Comment: Arrangements implemented.
Issue: Club Open Competitions – DTbH are charging the lady members a green fee for playing their own course.
Decision: Club to approach DTbH to discuss the matter.
Action: Captain / Lady Captain to arrange a meeting with DTbH.
Comment: Issue resolved with DTbH, members no longer charged.
Issue: April Open Am-Am – cut off date for a decision on proceeding with the event.
Decision: Minimum number to make the event viable 10. Cut off date for entries 7 Apr 20.
Action: Captain to make decision on 8 Apr 20.
Comment: NA due to COVID 19.
Issue: Securing permission for the Club to members via email.
Decision: Membership Administrator to seek members permission when collating annual membership application
forms.
Action: Membership Administrator to action.
Comment: Clause in contracts added and emails shared on request.

End

End

End

End

End

End

End

Issue: Encourage the Playing of Golf – Junior Lessons
Decision: Committee noted that Ed James is proposing to start up lessons for juniors.
Issue: World Handicapping System – New system live from 2 Nov 20
Decision: Handicap Secretaries to give a presentation to members in September 2020. England Golf intend to
provide a model presentation for Clubs.
Action: Handicap Secretaries. Agreed to organise 2 sessions/post on Web Site/inc in DTbH newsletter.
Comment: Information circulated, and presentations made.
Issue: World Handicapping System – Hardware requirements for running the system [Touch Screen, Course Rating
Notice board]
Decision: Handicap Secretaries to meet with DTbH to agree who is paying for the additional hardware.
Action: Handicap Secretaries
Comment: DTbH will cover the cost of the V1 subscription as visitors will be required to use the PC. The cost of the
hardware remains outstanding as the current PC belongs to the Club.
Issue: Group of members played a medal in a fourball and not a three ball as the competition rules require.
Decision: Handicap Secretary to write to members in question and explain that they will be disqualified if they play
a medal as fourball in future.
Action: Men’s Handicap Secretary to write to the members.
Comment: Arrangements implemented.
Issue: Responsibilities for Mixed Events.
Decision: The Vice Captain is responsible for organising mixed team events. NO is responsible for organising mixed
competitions [Eeles Bowl, Priestnal & Davis KO etc…]
Action: Vice Captain and NO.
Comment: Agreement that the Vice Captains will take on the responsibility for all mixed events following NO’s
decision to step relinquish responsibility.
Issue: Entry Fees for mixed competitions – Eeles Bowl & Priestnal & Davis Knockout.
Decision: The Committee agreed an £8 per pair entry fee for each event.
Action: NO to action.
Comment: Fees set at £8.
Issue: Management Committee – Proposal to add ‘Any Other Business’ to the agenda.
Decision: The Committee agreed to add ‘Any Other Business’ (AOB) to the new style agenda.
Action: Secretary to add AOB to the next agenda.
Comment: Issue now included.
Issue: 25th Anniversary Event – June 2021.

N/A

End

End

End

End

End

End
Ongoing

01.06.20
Single Item
Meeting

06.07.20

Decision: The Committee agreed that a Sub-Committee comprising Men’s and Ladies Captains and Vice Captains,
Sue Over and Michael Hill would draw up proposals for the 25th Anniversary event.
Action: Sub-Committee to draw up proposals for the event.
Comment:
Issue: Resumption of comps and associated rules following COVID19 Lockdown.
Decision: The following temp arrangements/rules were agreed in line with England Golf’s recommendations:
• Comps detailed in the fixture book are to be revoked for this year inc. board comps and KO’s.
• All comps for the immediate future will be ‘in house’. JG and SO to decide on the format weekly.
• Comps will commence on the 13.06.20 for the ladies and 14.06.20 for the men.
• Tee times to be booked through HDiD in the normal manner.
• Payment will be on account (inc. 2’s) to be settled at a future date taking into account any winnings.
• Accounts to be settled within a timescale determined by the Committee at a future date.
• Credit accounts will be transferred to the members Pro Shop account.
• One scorecard to be completed per tee time and submitted electronically with the signature of the marker.
• Players are to verbally confirm their individual scores.
• Ladies scorecards to be posted on the Ladies WhatsApp group.
• Men’s scorecards to be emailed (account to be set up).
• Preferred lies can be taken in bunkers within 1 club length, no nearer the hole (Local Rule).
• The flagstick cannot be touched. 2 shot penalty for deliberately touching it (Local Rule).
• Ball deemed to be holed if any part of it is below the surface of the putting green (Local Rule).
• The ball will be deemed to be holed with the next stroke within 12” of the hole (Local Rule).
Action: NO to draft comp rules for circulation.
Action: JG to confirm comp email address.
Action: MP to investigate lowering the current cup insert or look at alternative arrangements.
Comment: Arrangements as agreed now in place.
Issue: Letter of resignation from the Committee received from JG.
Decision: The Committee accepted the resignation of JG and acknowledged the commitment JG had made to the
Club, particularly as Captain last year. The Committee asked ST to formally thank JG.
Action: ST to formally thanks JG.
Comment: Email sent.
Issue: Payment for competition entry taking in to account COVID Secure guidance.

End

End

End

Decision: It was agreed that a specific debit card machine would be purchased. This would be located on the desk in
the Pro Shop. The same arrangements were, when payment is made, Pro Shop staff confirm on the list that
payment has been made will continue. This should negate the need for reconciliation of all payments as it follows
the previous model. Treasurer will be required to forward winnings to BTbH.
Action: ST to progress the purchase of a card machine with NO.
Comment: Info forwarded to NO pending purchase. ST purchased a card reader. Now in use.
Issue: Recovery of outstanding competition monies on account from members following the commencement of
competitions.
Decision: It was agreed that ST/PD/JG/SO/KC/JM would recover monies from members based on the account
submitted by NO at the earliest opportunity. ST to ask No for the Club account details to enable members to
transfer monies by BACS payment.
Action: ST to request account details from NO.
Action: ST/PD/JG/SO/KC/JM to recover monies from members.
Comment: Account details received from NO and email addresses sourced from Admin. Email sent to all relevant
Members.
Issue: Members not turning up for competition tee times.
Decision: Given a number of members have not turned up for competition tee times it was agreed the 2competition ban would be re-instigated with immediate effect.
Action: JG/SO to implement appropriate arrangements.
Comment: Arrangements put in place.
Issue: Effect on the captaincy of PD/JM as a result of COVID 19.
Action: The Committee agreed, with the explicit agreement of the Vice Captains, that PD/JM should maintain the
captaincy for next year as such the recommendation of the Committee to the AGM will reflect this position.
Action: Committee, through ST to make an appropriate recommendation to the AGM.
Comment: Raised and agreed at AGM
Issue: Provision of a defibrillator at the halfway house. JC confirmed the provision of a defib was possible and the
halfway house however half the fee for its installation (£350) would need to be covered.
Decision: It was agreed this was a good idea and should be progressed. PD agreed to approach DTbH to ask if they
would cover this cost.
Action: PD to approach DTbH to ask if they would cover the £350 for the provision and fitting of a defib.
Comment: Agreement with DTbH Manger to cover the agreed costs and fitting.
Issue: Potential for playing mixed match’s in the current climate and if so the ability to field a team.

End

End

End

End

End

03.08.20

Decision: It was agreed that if mixed matches were able to be played then we should look to take part and field a
team. JC agreed to progress.
Action: JC to confirm mixed matches are able to be played and if so explore fielding a team.
Comment: Advised by the league that this is not possible.
Issue: Reinstatement of qualifying (Board) competitions during COVID 19 following requests from members.
Decision: Taking in to account a comprehensive proposal from JG it was agreed that we could and should reinstate
qualifying competitions as proposed (in agreement with DTbH). In order to meet the requirements of England Golf
the following arrangements were agreed:
• The flag stick cannot be removed or touched.
• The ball must be holed out.
• The flagstick must remain in the hole at all times.
• A local rule allowing preferred lies in bunkers (within 6 inches) would be implemented.
In addition the following points were agreed:
• In respect of the Club Championship if additional tee times could not be secured then matches would be
played in 4 balls. SO/JG to be delegated responsibility to decide after consultation with DTbH.
• The order of merit for the year will be run based on these qualifying competitions.
• The Pepperrel and Machin Trophies would not be run as these were based on the best 4 from 6 medal
competitions.
• We would not operate a draw for groupings in 30 min slots.
• We would not include the mid-week medal as a qualifying competition.
Action: JG/SO to implement the necessary arrangements.
Comment: All arrangements implemented as agreed.
Issue: Tee Times for competitions
Decision: Request to made to DTbH via MP for additional tee times if necessary.
Action: Handicap Secretaries to monitor situation and make requests as appropriate to MP.
Comment: Additional tee times secured as required.
Issue: Max 18 Handicap in Competitions disadvantaging higher handicap players.
Decision: Agreement to run a limited number of competitions without a max 18 limit where possible but existing
board competitions would take precedence given the reduced time available in the calendar due to COVID 19.
Action: JG to look at the possibility of running additional competitions where the schedule permits Oct onwards.
Comment: No handicap limit events will commence routinely in Oct.
Issue: Handicap limit for ladies in the Friday evening mixed social golf.

End

End

End

End

07.09.20

Decision: The Max 54 handicap would be allowed (in addition to application of the 9/10ths reduction) however
cards must be submitted for handicap purposes.
Action: SO to implement and communicate decision.
Comment: All arrangements implemented as agreed.
Issue: Payment of outstanding monies relating to competitions.
Decision: Payment would be required by the 10th Aug. If no payment received for accounts greater than £5 then the
Member would be unable to play in future competitions until their account was settled.
Action: PD to communicate message to all relevant Members.
Comment: All arrangements implemented as agreed.
Issue: Access to the Decision/Action Log.
Decision: An up to date Action/Decision log to be posted on the Club web site following Committee meetings.
Action: ST to include KB in the email circulation list for the completed Decision/Action log following each meeting
and request this is posted on the Club web site.
Comment: All arrangements implemented as agreed.
Issue: The use of coloured flags to denote the position of the pin on the green (front/middle/back).
Decision: Agreement to formally request DTbH to look in the provision of suitable flags.
Action: PD to follow up with DTbH Manager.
Comment:
Issue: Divot day/ evening
Decision: Agreement that a divot day, with appropriate social distancing measures, would be welcomed by
Members.
Action: PD to follow up with DTbH Manager in the New Year.
Comment:
Issue: £80 subsidy for the Pro/Captain competition at Coxmoor Golf Club.
Decision: Agreed that the Club would fund the event as usual.
Action: Dan Greenwood to forward the invoice to NO for payment.
Comment: Invoice received.
Issue: Safe Golf Accreditation. England Golf have advised the Club that we are required to implement the Secure
Golf (Safeguarding) arrangements before the 31st Mar 2021.
Decision: MY agreed to take up to the role of Welfare Officer and undertake the appropriate training inc. obtaining
an enhanced DBS check.
Action: MY to progress accreditation/training as necessary.
Comment: MY resigned from the Committee, Action to be progressed under a separate log entry.

End

End

Ongoing

Ongoing

End

End

Issue: ARUK Charity Event. The Club has been approached by Alzheimer’s Research UK to raise funds during a Club
event.
Decision: It was noted that the Club supports a number of charities during the year including the Captains
nominated charities and as such wouldn’t be minded at this juncture to support ARUK. A further consideration is
that the Club would be minded to support local charities in most cases.
Action: PD respond to ARUK accordingly.
Comment: N/A
Issue: AGM arrangements.
Decision: Agreed the date of the AGM as the 21st Oct 2020. The role of Treasurer would be open for appointment.
ST to circulate notices. Initial limit on numbers to 30 due to COVID.
Action: ST to publish notices/ask for nominations in keeping with the Constitution.
Comment: Action Complete.
Issue: Competition monies owed. Currently circa £1700 is owed by members for recent competitions.
Decision: ST/PD to email relevant members requesting payment by the 30th Sept. If payment is not received
relevant members will not be allowed to play in future comps until the account is settled. Card reader to be
procured and card payments accepted asap. V1 software to be explored moving forward as a longer-term solution.
Action: NO to provide an up to date account to ST/PD.
Action: ST/PD to obtain email addresses from DTbH and email members asap.
Action: ST to procure a card reader, NO to reimburse ST.
Comment: Accounts provided to ST up to and including the St Georges Cup after which time the card reader was in
use. AW provided relevant email address’s and ST made contact requests accounts are settled. Card reader
purchased. PR to reimburse ST when able to access the Club accounts. As the Club/PR is not able to access the Clubs
accounts following the resignation of NO it was agreed the ban on future events will be made when the relevant
accounts can be reconciled.
Issue: DTbH staffing/structure. MP advised the Committee that KP & DN would be leaving the Company.
Decision: N/A
Action: N/A
Comment: N/A
Issue: Proposed amendments to the Constitution. A proposed revised Constitution was circulated to members of
the Committee for consideration ahead of the AGM to address a range of issues.
Decision: N/A
Action: All Committee members to feed back to ST before or at the next committee meeting.
Action: ST to email draft to all Committee members including those not able to attend.

End

End

End

N/A

End

14.09.20

05.10.20

Comment: Action complete. Proposed amendments agreed by the Committee.
Issue: Hole in One arrangements (within a competition).
Decision: Agreed with DTbH that a bottle of whiskey/gin could be purchased and retained behind the bar for a hole
in one with the expectation that the member in question reimburses the club.
Action: PD/JM to make the necessary purchases.
Comment: N/A
Issue: Friday night social and winter league golf organisation.
Decision: JC/KC would take over organisation of the Friday night social and winter league Golf. The Committee also
wished to formally thank NO/SO in recognition of organising both arrangements over recent years.
Action: N/A
Comment: N/A
Issue: Welcome Packs for members 2020. DTbH advised the Committee that the welcome packs have not been able
to be sourced, despite numerous efforts to do so. In the interim the Pro Shop will look to honour the benefits
included in the welcome packs wherever possible.
Decision: N/A
Action: N/A
Comment: N/A
Issue: Tee times for Club Championship. Due to the reduced availability of tee times as a result of COVID (late
booking of competitions) it is not possible to arrange for competitors to play in handicap order.
Decision: Tee times will be allocated in the usual way through HDiD on a first come/first serve basis.
Action: JG to implement the necessary arrangements.
Comment: Action complete.
Issue: Appointment of Treasurer follow the resignation of NO with immediate effect.
Decision: To appoint Pete Reeves as Treasurer with immediate effect (unanimous decision).
Action: ST to inform Pete Reeves and request NO to facilitate a handover.
Comment: As NO has resigned with immediate effect and as a result does no longer have access to the Clubs
account. This creates a risk in that until Pete Reeves has been approved by the Bank no one has financial oversight.
Accounts are considered to be in a healthy state, so the risk is mitigated in the short term. Note the Constitution
allows for the Committee to appoint an officer ahead of the AGM following the resignation of an officer.
Issue: Lack of competition tee times.
Decision: Additional tees times to be programmed in where possible moving forward (Jan 21).
Action: AW to look into the allocation of tee times during the afternoon and communicate accordingly including
that the same courses must be played although the order in which they are played could change.

End

N/A

N/A

End

End

End

02.11.20

Action: PD to discuss with GM.
Comment: Additional tee times now allocated from Jan 21 onwards.
Issue: Safe Golf accreditation relating to the need for the Club to employ an officer.
Decision: Further investigation required.
Action: AW to confirm the arrangements at DTbH.
Comment: A nominated individual required within the Club.
Issue: Contact details to enable the World Handicapping System (WHS).
Decision: Email addresses formally requested from DTbH.
Action: AW to provide contact details to JG/SO.
Comment: N/A
Issue: Payment of entry fees for competitions.
Decision: All entry fees to be paid before play.
Action: PD to communicate to all members.
Comment: N/A
Issue: Delay in payment of prize monies following the resignation of NO.
Decision: Transfer of monies to the Pro Shop to be made asap when PD is able to access the Club accounts.
Action: PD to send out an appropriate communication to members. PD chasing up account access.
Comment:
Issue: 2021 fixture booklet.
Decision: A reduced number of fixture booklets to be purchased. Electronic copies on the web site (in calendar
format to be explored. Sponsorship not required given the effect of COVID19 on small businesses however adverts
would still be published as an act of good faith/support.
Action: PD to progress printing and advise sponsors accordingly.
Action: ST to explore converting to a calendar, downloadable format.
Comment:
Issue: Thanks for services to the Club by NO/JW.
Decision: The Committee wished to formally thank NO/JW for their contribution to the Club.
Action: SO to pass on the thanks of the Committee to NO. JM to pass on the thanks of the Committee to JW.
Comment: Action complete.
Issue: Fixture Books.
Decision: Reduced number of fixture books required for next year. Costs would be covered by the Club this year
depending upon quotes received from supplier.
Action: PD to get costs.

Ongoing

End

End

End

Ongoing

End

Ongoing

Comment:
Issue: World Handicapping System/How Did I Do implementation.
Decision: Members responsibility to understand the implications of the new system and update personal details
moving forward. Handicap Secretaries to circulate appropriate communications to support roll out.
Action: JG/SO to send out appropriate communications.
Comment: Communication/info circulated to members.
Issue: Welfare/Safeguarding Officer.
Decision: England Golf confirmed the requirement for the Club to have someone pass the training and take on the
responsibility.
Action: ST to ask for interest in the post when AGM minutes/communique circulated.
Comment:
Issue: Access to Club Accounts/Payment of outstanding invoices.
Decision: To enable payment of outstanding invoices while PR is granted access to the club’s accounts PD would
make the necessary funds available and the Club would repay PD/ST (for the purchase of the card reader)
accordingly at the earliest opportunity.
Action: PR to ensure outstanding invoices are paid.
Comment: Access now gained; payments been made by PR.
Issue: Purchase of new computer/screen for inputting scores etc. (£1500).
Decision: To purchase an appropriate computer/screen for inputting scores at a cost of £1500 and locate in an
accessible location. Request DTbH make a contribution and/or cover the costs to enable visitors to enter scores in
addition to members. If no contribution possible then the Club would purchase for members use only.
Action: PD to discuss with General Manager.
Comment:
Issue: Club V1/HDiD System Upgrade.
Decision: Agreed to run a free of charge trial until the end of the year on the upgraded system (beyond if possible
due to COVID lockdown) with a view to upgrading at additional cost.
Action: JG/SO to make the appropriate arrangements and report back.
Comment:
Issue: Purchase of Divot/Dirt Bags.
Decision: Agreed in principle that the Club would contribute to the purchase of divot/dirt bags post COVID. To be
considered in more detail when costings known.
Action: ST to ask Colin McCrobbie to forward details to MP.
Action: Review at a future meeting.

End

Ongoing

End

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Comment:
Issue: Complaints relating to the condition of the course. Route for raising complaints/issues.
Decision: On balance, taking into consideration the COVID lockdown implications etc. and the general condition of
other courses, it was the general opinion of the Committee that the course is in good condition and as such
members of the Committee would look to push back when unreasonable complaints were received in support of
DTbH.
Action: ST too reaffirm to Members to report issues directly to the Pro Shop or the Secretary.
Action: All Committee Members to respond accordingly to unreasonable complaints about the course condition.
Comment:
Issue: Communication with Members.
Decision: Agreed that ST would circulate an email to all members with the draft minutes from the AGM. In addition,
this would be an opportunity to raise a number of other areas it would be useful to advise Members of. To be
discussed in more detail at the next committee meeting.
Action: ST to agenda for the next committee meeting and draft a list of issues for consideration.
Comment:
Issue: Replacement of name plaques on last year’s competition boards.
Decision: As a result of last years name plaques not being in keeping with previous years it was agreed that these
should be replaced.
Action: PD to place an order with the appropriate supplier.
Comment:
NOTE ALL ONGOING ITEMS TRANSFEREED TO 2021 ACTION/DECSION LOG SPREADSHEET.

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

